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Tolerance Regions for a Joint Exponential
Distribution

L.EE J. BAIN

Abstract-The evaluation of the reliability of a system of com- would depeind OI1 the sample result) as an estimate of
ponents, when the components are assumed to follow a joint ex- the content of the specification region.
ponential distribution, is considered. The approach used is to develop
tolerance regions for the joint exponential distribution or to estimate DERIVATION OF TOLERANCE REGIONS
the probability content of the appropriate specification region.

Case I. Specification region SL = (Xl, ... , Xk)lxl >
al...,Xk . a

INTRODUCTION A lower (e, d) tolerance regioni of the form

C-ONSIDER a system of k compolielits, anid let xi denote
the variable measured on the ith componient. Suppose RL (xi, ... ,x3) IX . il,.xk . k

that the system will function properly if the response of = (4, in),c , (4kI C)}
the components (xl, ....., xk) falls within a certain speci- is needed to correspond to the specification regioni S.
fication region S. Thus, the reliabilitv of the system 1S

rpeetdbtepoaitth ,.. fLet 11 = cin.xi, i = 1, , k, anid let x2(v) deniote a chi-repr-esented by the probability that (Xl, Xk) falls in S. square variable with v degrees of freedom. Also, let
Suppose a sample of n observatioins x(j) = (Xlj, ... Xk) P [x2(v) < X2a(")] = a. It can be seeni that
j 1, . . . , n is to be taken, and a confidence statement
concerninig the reliability of the system is desired. A X)1
common procedure in a problem of this type is to deter- Je, Xl, Xk)dLXl...dXk >e,
mine the number of system successes in a sample of size n, k
then the probability of success is the parameter of a if E ti/0 < -l -I /, thus
binomial distribution, and a confidence limit for this
parameter can be easily determined. To use the variable's k) RL] . d} P EZ /0 < - n1
data from components to increase precision, it is nCeces- L i i

sary to assume some functionial form for the distribution k
function of the variables. As ani example, a joint ex- p cinJi/0i < -In
poiliential density functioni giveni by n= n

.A) = (ii ~~~~~exp r- i .~~~~ 0 K K K1~~p C,X,2(2n) . -In p]f(x.r, . x,r8) =(I/ 7rl Ow exl)X[o,E ] < Xi < ii()6)<1ll

is 110w coiAsidered. The exact distribution of a weighted sunii of inidepeindent
N owdet icd. ....for ,. ,chi-square variables, with eveni inrteger degrees of freedom,

Now, determininlg a confidenlce limilt for the probability
of a system success PV(xi, .. . X)eS] is sinmilar to a toler- is giveni by Box.t11 In onr niotatio,l let l = E cix12(2n),
ance region problem. A set R is called a (ry, d) tolerance the
region if P{P[(xi, x.,xk)eR] /} = -y. That is, at
least 100 ,3 percent of the population will fall in the toler- P[Y > Yo] = Z Z asP[Lx2(2s) > Yo/ci] (1)
ance region, with y confidence. Thus, onle procedure would =1
be to calculate a (ey, 3) toleranice regioni and see if it falls where ai, = f,(n-x(0)1(n - s)!, fi(h)(0) is obtained by
within the specificatioin regioni. If it does, the conifidence differentiatiiig fi(z) h times with respect to z and then
would be at least y that the probability of success is at putting z = O, andputting z = 0, and
least F. Of course, the shape of the tolerance region would
need to correspoind closely to the shape of the specification f (z) = II cj Z .J
regionl in order nlot to be too conlservative. Since the size t j L ci j.
and shape of a tolerance region usually depends on the Boalocsiedthacucyfasmpeprx-
sape a resnal prcdr mih bet rqie h ation to the distribution, which should be quite adequate

tolerane regin to corespon toth spciiato rgo,' for our problem, especiallyr since the degrees of freedom
anld then calculate the corresponding content /3 (which . .are constant. In our notationa, I is approximwately dis-

MIanuscript received October 11, 1966. The work reported here tributed as gx2(h), wvhere
was sulpported by the U. S3. Atomic Luergy Commission and was per-
formed while the aulthor was with the Sanldia Corporation, Aihulquer- k \/k/k\

ueN.1exg=,/The aulthor is with the University of MNissoulri, Rolla,Mlo. (.=1)//2n( ±1 /,)/c2 (2
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Thus, to obtain a prescribed (y, /) tolerance region, the It may be of interest to compare approximate lower
c1 must be chosen to satisfy gx 2(h) = -In /, where g tolerance regions obtained by this method to the exact
and h are given by (2). Since choosing the ci constant lower tolerance regions given earlier. Suppose individual
would maximize the effective degrees of freedom h, this (,yl/k, /) lower tolerance limits are used, then the exact
would probably be the best procedure unless some other content of the corresponding joint tolerance region is
shape is particularly desirable. In this case the exact obtained by considering the exact lower tolerance region
value of c is given by c = (-ln /)/X,2(2nk), and letting given earlier for constant ci. The true content /3 is given
r, = cn.T provides a (ey, /) tolerance region RL. by A: = /3d, where d = x,2(2nk)/x2Tl/k(2n). Table I

If a particular specification region SL is beinig conlsidered, gives the values of d for several values of n, k, and -y.
then the probability content of SL (relative to a prescribed
confidence a) can be estimated. For a given sample Case 3. S,' = {X(xk) (xl.., XA) C [(a,, ),
result, let ci = ai/nxi, then the estimated content of SL is (ak, ) ]}
given by /3* = exp [-gX.2(h) ], where g and h are given by It may be worth noting that the complemenit of a lower
(2). That is, on the average, over samples, the confidence is tolerance region would be one form of an upper tolerance
,y that at least 100 / percent of the systems will operate region which could be obtained easily, and would be
successfully. Also, the calculated /* could be compared to appropriate for the specification regioni S,'. It follows
a previously determined value, to provide a reject or that a (y, /) tolerance region
accept type solution.

Case 2. Su = { (O, bi) I . . , (O, bk)} ={( ,. OD,X)(X,.kx0
Considerable difficulty is encountered in deriving an [(f1, ) , (4 x)]}

upper (y, /) tolerance region of the form Ru = 1(0, is given by replacing y by 1 - y and /3 by 1-/ in the
cin.), ...I (0, cknk)} as is needed for this case. It is lower tolerance region RL given earlier.
necessary to determine the ci such that k

rk. iCase 4. Su' = (xi, .. ., xk Z bix1 < b).
P I{ [1 - eXp(-Cjxi/ i)] > 'Y.= Y-

A specification region similar to Su'" may sometimes be

This can be reduced to the problem of solving more appropriate than a rectangular region, or a combina-
Fk tion of the two types may be applicable. For example, a

P |]I (1 -wwic) > 3j 'Y reasonable specification region for k = 2 might be

where the wv are independent random variables with S = { (Xl, x2) xI . a,, x2 2 a2, xl + x2 < b}.
density To obtain a (,y, /3) tolerance region of the form

f(wi) = (-lnwi)n-l/(n - 1)! 0 < wi < 1. k

This problem could be solved for a particular case with R = (xl, . ..., X) E bix1 <
the aid of a computer.
An approximate joint upper tolerance region can also it is necessary to obtain an upper (e, /) tolerance limit 4

be obtained from the individual tolerance limits on the for the variable E bixi. Now setting PI E b1xi < L = /
components. It is well known that fi = -2nln(1 - /3) =1 L i=i I
xi/x21i_l/k (2n) provides a (yl/k, /3i) upper tolerance and using the approxim-iate distribution for the weighted
limit for the ith component. If the variables are inde- sum of chi-square variables gives
pendent, it follows that R,, = 1(0, 4),.l . , (0, k)} is an L = (g12)X,61(h)k
upper (-y, /) joint tolerance region, where II /i . / <

3=1 - where
min /i. In particular, choosing /i = / provides a con-
servative (,Y, /k) upper toleranice region, where the true z= E (Oib)2/ E 0ibi h = 2( bfi / (ib,)2.
content is between /k and /. i=1 h=1 = _(=1

TABLE I

y 0.90 0.95
nk 2 4 8 16 32 2 4 8 16 32

5 1.55 2.53 4.26 7.45 13.53 1.53 2.46 4.13 7.30 12.53
10 1.65 2.82 4.97 8.98 16.24 1.63 2.76 4.84 8.58 15.72
20 1.73 3.09 5.61 10.42 19.33 1.71 3.03 5.50 10.06 18.84
40 1.80 3.33 6.23 11.81 22.57 1.80 3.29 6.14 11.61 22.14
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k where
Let 1,, = c E bjnsxj, then

i=1 /~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~k \2 k

k h = 2 ( aisi()/ (a )
P bixi><.fuj > = Pffu > L]

Similarly, suppose SL"= {(xi,... , Xk)J Z a2xi a

= PFc binbIix > (g12)X#2(h)l then an estimate of the probability content of SL" (for
Li i prescribed ) is the value of such that

= P[(cg 2)x2(nh) . (gl2)X,B2(h)I Xl-_2( = CX;2(nh)
= P [CX2 (nh) 2 X,82(h)] = y. where

Setting the probability equal to y gives c =xd2(h)/x -2 h = 2( ai x2)
(nh), where h = 2 ( Oib (i) . Thus, c depends i1 /

and
on the unknown parameters, unless all the 0i are equal. An
estimate of the probability contenit of the specification c = a/ ain .
region SJ' (for a prescribed confidence level y) can be i=
obtained easily for a given sample result by letting

kc REFERENCE
c b/~ bin1 and finding the value of 3 such that ['] G. E. P. Box, "Some theorems on quadratic forms applied in

1= the study of analysis of variance problems, I. Effect of inequality of
XI

2 (A

CX,, ^n variance in the one-way classification," Ann. Math. Stat., vol. 25,
X_-s (h) = cxv2(nh) pp. 290-302 June 1954.

Relation of a Physical Process to the Reliability
of Electronic Components

CLARENCE F. KOOI, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-An ensemble of electronic components having a ran- prohibitively expensive; in time, if a few components are
dom variation of some parameter, such as surface contamination, is used, in money, if numerous identical components are
considered. A physical process is postulated which leads to a change used Therefore it is becoming necessary to resort to
in one of the operating characteristics of the device. When this
operating characteristic attains a value outside an acceptable range, accelerated life testing. This is done usually by raising
the device is considered to have failed. The failure rate is calculated either the voltage or the temperature. Thus, a stressed
directly from the time behavior of the physical process and com- failure rate is obtained and it is hoped that this failure
pared, for illustration, to the Weibull failure law. The parameters of rate can be extrapolated to normal operation. Furthermore
the Weibull law are then related to the parameters of the physical in many classes of components there occurs a stressed
process and the distribution of starting parameters.

infant mortality, i.e., the stressed failure rate decreases
with time. By this burning-in process it is hoped that the

T HE RELIABILITY of electronic components has in- weak components are weeded out while the remainder are
creased steadily, so that at the present time the failure undamaged. These hopes have no theoretical basis at

rates of common components are extremely low. This present. It is the object of this paper to provide a theo-
improvement is shown in Fig. 1, which also shows that retical basis for a certain physical process leading to com-
semiconductor diodes and transistors are still the most ponent deterioration.
unreliable. It can be concl-uded from the values of the
failure rates that straightforward life testing can be PHYSICAL PROCESS

Manuscript received February 12, 1967. The work reported here Asuetawehv asyemcniigofNpr
was supported by the Lockheed Independent Research Funds and by tidles in two potential wells separated by a potential hill
the National Science Foundation. of height e (see Fig. 2). Initially all N particles are as-
The author is with the Lockheed Palo Alto Research Laboratories, ue ob nwl u u otemlaiainpr
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